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Northern New England Telephone Operations LLC d/b/a FairPoint Communications-NNE 
(“FairPoint”) hereby responds to The Liberty Consulting Group’s Final Report, dated August 9,
2011 (the “Report”), of the audit of FairPoint Communication’s New Hampshire Retail Quality 
of Service Reports.1

Executive Summary

The Retail Quality of Service Report audit requirements result from the 2008 Settlement 
Agreement between Verizon New England Inc. (“Verizon”), FairPoint and the New Hampshire 
Public Utilities Commission’s Staff in Docket No. DT 07-011 (the “2008 Settlement 
Agreement”), which related to the transfer of the former Verizon wire line operations in New 
Hampshire to FairPoint. The Quality of Service Plan (“QoS”) established by the 2008 
Settlement Agreement was revised to eliminate the DSL metric by the Post Filing Regulatory 
Settlement – New Hampshire, dated as of February 5, 2010 (the “2010 Settlement”), approved 
by the Commission in Docket No. DT 10-025. The QoS audit requirement, included in the 2008 
Settlement Agreement was established to provide the Commission a mechanism to verify “the 
scope, clarity, and accuracy” of the quality of service reporting.2

An objective review of all the facts and proper consideration of all the information provided by 
FairPoint during the course of the audit establishes that none of the Report’s recommendations 
would change the disposition of the terms of the 2010 Settlement and that there is no effect on 
whether FairPoint met or missed a metric in 2010, nor on the five metrics that related to 
FairPoint’s 2009 penalty liability.  In addition, the facts demonstrate that the QoS reporting 
system is working as designed with need of only a few minor modifications.  Consequently, 
FairPoint believes that its results, as reported, properly reflect the metrics that are met and those 
that are not met and should be deemed accurate for this purpose. 

Furthermore, contrary to the Report’s contention, the source data for the calculation of the QoS
report metrics has been maintained for all applicable systems in a manner consistent with 
standard industry practice.  FairPoint is fully compliant with the 2008 Settlement Agreement in 
this regard.  Following a six month effort involving 214 data requests and 10 interviews with 
FairPoint personnel, The Liberty Consulting Group (“Liberty”) has issued a Report in which it 
presents 17 recommendations based on 31 conclusions.  FairPoint already has implemented or is 
in the process of implementing the majority of these recommendations, including planned 
consultations with Commission Staff (“Staff”) as recommended in the Report. Of the 17 
recommendations, 12 address the current QoS process, and 5 address proposed changes to the 

  
1 The Report makes repeated references to “FairPoint’s July 29, 2011 response to Liberty’s Draft Final Report”, but 
this is a misnomer. Liberty requested that FairPoint identify factual errors in the Draft Final Report and Liberty 
expressly advised that it did not want to consider FairPoint’s overall positions with respect to the various 
conclusions and recommendations in the Draft Final Report.  FairPoint complied with Liberty’s request and 
identified over 30 factual errors in the Draft Final Report and provided a table to Liberty on July 29, 2011,
identifying these discrepancies. This is the document that the Report refers to as “FairPoint’s response.”  To be 
clear, the document listing these factual errors in no way constitutes FairPoint’s “response” to the draft report.
2 Request for Proposal, New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission Proposal for a Consultant to Provide Technical 
Consulting Services, p. 2.
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metrics included in the QoS.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, it should be noted that of the 12 
process related recommendations, only Recommendation #8 could have any impact on reported 
results.

There are recommendations and several conclusions to which FairPoint takes exception. As 
described further in this Response, these particular recommendations and conclusions are either 
unsupported by facts, based on ambiguous or non-existent standards, beyond the scope of the 
audit, contrary to the Settlement Agreement, or a combination thereof.

First and foremost, the Report calls for the establishment of additional metrics and benchmark 
targets for existing metrics.  Such an expansion of the QoS was never contemplated in the 
Settlement Agreement and there is no basis to expand QoS reporting when not a single 
competitor in New Hampshire is subject to the same (or even a similar) reporting and penalty 
structure.  The QoS process was not intended to be an evolving program for the Commission’s 
management of FairPoint’s customer relations.  Moreover, the QoS has become increasingly 
obsolete in the current competitive environment consisting of cable Voice over Internet Protocol 
(“VoIP”) providers, competitive local exchange carriers (“CLECs”), wireless carriers and 
municipal providers.  Between June 30, 2000, and June 30, 2010, the number of end user 
switched access lines served by ILEC’s in New Hampshire fell an astounding 55% from 813,319 
lines to 366,000 lines. In the same time period, the number of wireless subscribers in New 
Hampshire has increased 269%, from 309,623 to 1,141,000.3  The market has seen significant 
changes, and FairPoint has certainly felt the impact of competitive alternatives even while 
FairPoint’s QoS performance has vastly improved.  As it is, the current QoS process provides 
little marginal benefit to FairPoint’s customers while at the same time it depletes resources that 
FairPoint could devote to developing new services and meeting an ever increasing level of 
competition.  Any QoS plan, let alone an expanded QoS plan as proposed by the Report, is 
incongruous in the 2011 competitive telecommunications landscape.

Also of significance is that the Report, notwithstanding its stated purpose to assess the accuracy 
of the QoS metric reporting, does not contain a definitive opinion regarding the overall accuracy 
of FairPoint’s reported QoS metrics and whether FairPoint’s QoS reports materially represent 
FairPoint’s performance. Rather, the Report concludes at numerous points, without any 
qualifiers, that FairPoint’s calculations are “unreliable” or that they “undermine the integrity” of 
its results, even while observing that the results have not been affected or that the effect is “non-
material.”  The Report neither references nor proposes a threshold of materiality for any errors, 
the absence of which creates an ambiguous standard that allows for a misleading, unbalanced 
and incomplete picture of the overall accuracy of FairPoint’s reporting. Indeed, the Report 
focuses inordinately on perceived deficiencies and overlooks FairPoint’s good performance in 
many areas.  FairPoint has dramatically improved its customer service over the past three years 
and submits that FairPoint’s QoS reports accurately reflect this service quality.  

  
3 www.fcc.gov/wcb/stats Local Telephone Competition December 2000 and March 2011 reports
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FairPoint urges the Commission to consider these comments as both a response to the Report’s 
specific recommendations and a vehicle to restore balance to a report that emphasizes generally 
insignificant findings that have no material bearing on the reported results. 

FairPoint’s comments are divided into three sections:

I. General assessment addressing concerns with the overall Report or covering multiple 
recommendations and conclusions; 

II. FairPoint Conclusion; and

III. Comments specific to each Report recommendation and supporting conclusion.

At the conclusion of this Response, Appendix A provides a summary of FairPoint’s response to 
each recommendation for easy reference.

I. General Assessment

A. Findings Regarding Data Availability/Retention

In its Summary, the Report describes perceived obstacles to performing the audit.  In particular,
the Report broadly concludes that FairPoint’s data retention practices prevent or inhibit the 
ability to conduct an audit, and it cites to a long list of data requests.4  The fact is that FairPoint 
has retained all relevant source data since cut-over. To the extent that any data is “unavailable,”
this data is related to intermediate calculations and scratch data files in the reporting systems, 
which are not designed to be archived.  FairPoint advised Liberty of this, explaining that CAMP5

(the reporting warehouse system) does not currently store all stages of the data consolidation and
metric calculation processes. Even so, FairPoint did produce approximately 50 CAMP data detail 
files in addition to 6 source system files in response to numerous data requests related to various 
metrics for several 2010 reporting periods.  FairPoint was advised of only one data month, 
August 2010, that appeared to have inconsistencies between the data produced in response to 
data requests and the data used to create the original QoS report, and that data involved a non-
penalty bearing installation metric (Installation-Average Days to Install).  

As indicated by the number of data requests directed to this issue, it is clear that FairPoint 
worked with Liberty in responding to its requests and in providing additional information over 
and above the source data.  While a review of the intermediate data might have been informative, 
this level of data retention is not necessary to the conduct of an audit, and is not required for 
FairPoint to be compliant with the 2008 Settlement Agreement.

  
4 Example, Report p. 41, Conclusion #3; p. 44 (“…it is impossible … for a third party to reliably and 
comprehensively audit the reported 2010 Service Quality Reports.”)  See also Report nn. 168 and 170.
5 The Carrier Analysis Measurement Platform (CAMP) is FairPoint’s primary quality of service measurement 
system.
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It should also be emphasized that the sheer number of data requests is a misleading reflection of 
the scope of any data production issues. Some data requests required detailed data files as a 
response, but many of the other data requests referenced in the Report relate to clarifications of 
the initial responses.  

In other cases, the innate complexity of the particular issue demanded numerous requests as a 
matter of course. For example, footnote #181 of the Report described an exchange of data 
requests related to clarification and explanation of data extracts from the FairPoint Operation 
Support Systems and characterized the process as “out of the ordinary.”  This reflects a failure to 
appreciate that these Operational Support Systems support thousands of transactions each month 
and contain many data fields to describe and monitor these transactions.  Far from being out of 
the ordinary, it is normal that there would be multiple interactions between Liberty and FairPoint 
in completing and evaluating the results of these data requests.  As a specific example, footnote 
#181 recounts a Liberty alert to FairPoint “about problems found with the Remedy source data in 
a clarification to Data Request #190 (#190A).”  In this case, as with others, FairPoint responded
to a data request and then provided additional information in a subsequent data request that 
clarified Liberty’s additional questions, corrected an earlier assumption, or improved a data 
extract from a previous version. Many of these extract processes were complex, involving 
applicable filters and various time period parameters.  

Considering the volume of data and the period of time it spanned, multiple interactions regarding 
these data extract requests should not be considered unusual.  Indeed, given the quantity of data 
produced by FairPoint and the fact that only one month showed any discrepancy, there is no 
basis for any implication or conclusion that there are any shortcomings in FairPoint’s data 
retention practices. 

B. Findings Regarding QoS Report “Integrity”

A number of the Report’s conclusions contain the contradictory assertion that while the impact 
of certain documented issues do “not likely have a material effect on the reported results,” they 
still “undermine the integrity of FairPoint’s QoS report.”  The Report does not suggest a standard 
for report “integrity,” nor does it conclusively recommend a particular treatment of this issue.  In 
fact, out of twenty-four metrics, it recommends that only four of them be restated,6 and then only 
“as necessary.”

FairPoint’s analysis shows that even if these four metrics did indeed require restatement, the 
restatement would have no impact on whether FairPoint made or missed a metric in 2010 or on 
the evaluation of the 2009 waiver provisions of the 2010 Settlement.  In fact, a restatement as 
suggested by the Report would in fact have an impact on only one of the 2010 reported metrics 
with a benchmark, “Customer Trouble Reports Rate per 100 Lines-Network,” which would 
change from 1.24 to 1.40 – a benchmark miss in either case.  As to the other three metrics (two 

  
6 Customer Trouble Reports Rate per 100 Lines-Network; Number of Repeat Trouble Reports; Mean Time to 
Repair; Percent Repair Commitments Met.   
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of which are only tracking metrics, without benchmarks), the impact of a restatement is 
negligible.  In no case do the results indicate that FairPoint’s QoS reports lack “integrity.”

C. Incomplete Analysis

The Report has failed to provide a complete analysis to substantiate some of the more important 
conclusions. For example, the Report Summary asserts that “[f]rom 15 to 34 percent of troubles 
were missing from CAMP, which affects the following CAMP-reported repair measurement 
calculations:

• Customer Trouble Report Rate per 100 Lines-Network

• Percent Repair Commitments Met

• Number of Repeat Trouble Reports

• Mean Time to Repair.”

The Report does not cite to any evidence for this assertion, nor did Liberty provide FairPoint 
with any substantial evidence for it, despite FairPoint expressing this concern to Liberty in 
FairPoint’s July 29, 2011 factual corrections to the Draft Final Report. Instead, the Report states 
that Liberty “identified POTS trouble reports using a different process from FairPoint’s and 
obtained monthly counts of trouble reports that ranged from 9.1 to 23.0 percent higher than 
FairPoint’s,” and explains that “most, if not all, of the records in Liberty’s but not in FairPoint’s 
calculations were for lines with both POTS and DSL service.”

Classifying these types of troubles is challenging because while both POTS and DSL are 
provisioned on the same line, DSL troubles are not included with QoS reporting, and must 
therefore be excluded from calculations.  Despite the difficulty in identifying the service that is 
generating the trouble, FairPoint has a defined methodology to exclude DSL troubles. Liberty, 
however, “using a different process” that it did not share with FairPoint, obtained different 
results. Consequently, one of the more significant findings in the Report is inconclusive, 
notwithstanding the resources that Liberty appeared to devote to it.  Had Liberty worked with 
FairPoint on this issue, the potential impact on the metric results associated with Liberty’s 
different methodology could have been determined and this uncertainty resolved.

In the absence of any guidance by Liberty, FairPoint performed an analysis of the impact of 
including tickets involving both POTS and DSL service.  With the theoretical increase in tickets,
both the Customer Trouble Reports Rate per 100 Lines-Network and Number of Repeat Trouble 
Reports would result in an increase in their metric measurements, but there would be no change 
in the benchmark status.  In addition, FairPoint’s service performance remained consistent or 
better on these additional tickets demonstrating minor changes in the metric results for the 
Percent Repair Commitment Met and Mean Time to Repair metrics with no change in the 
benchmark status.  In summary, the potential impact of the Report’s assertion of including all 
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trouble tickets intermingled with DSL troubles would result in no impact to the evaluation of the 
2009 waiver and no change to benchmark status for the 2010 performance.

The problem of identifying applicable trouble reports on single lines with multiple services is an 
industry-wide issue that is not confined to FairPoint, and therefore should not be flagged as a 
deficiency in FairPoint’s QoS reporting procedures. To the extent that the Staff regards this as a 
problem that must be addressed (even though it has little or no impact on reported results),
FairPoint is agreeable to discussions with Staff to work toward a resolution, as further explained 
in FairPoint’s response to Recommendation #9, below.

There are other examples of incomplete analysis regarding “missing tickets” issues similar to 
those just described.  In Preliminary Finding #3, Liberty reported that there were trouble reports 
being excluded from CAMP reporting because the tickets did not have assigned work orders.7 In 
response to this Preliminary Finding, FairPoint provided an analysis that established that there 
would have been no impact on whether FairPoint met or missed a benchmark as a result of 
trouble tickets that had been excluded due to missing work orders.8 However, as stated in Report 
Conclusion #18, “Liberty has not attempted to verify FairPoint’s recalculations,” thus eschewing 
an opportunity to remedy this inconclusiveness.

These and other examples demonstrate that, by overlooking or rejecting available information, 

the Report is inconclusive, if not misleading, in many respects.

D. Partiality

The Report Summary is not impartial, but instead narrowly focuses on a small number of 
findings that accentuate the negative, with most of the attention devoted to the disputed issue of 
data retention. The Summary fails to acknowledge that many of the Report’s recommendations 
would have had limited, if not immaterial, impacts on reported results, and that none of the 
recommendations would have had an effect on whether FairPoint met or missed a metric in 2010, 
nor on the five metrics that related to FairPoint’s 2009 penalty liability. It provides cursory 
treatment of the many areas where FairPoint’s processes are working properly and producing 
accurate quality service results, and negatively shades otherwise neutral findings.  An excellent 
example is the statement that “[a]pproximately 16 percent of trouble reports were incorrectly 
categorized in calculating out-of-service conditions.” In the accompanying footnote, the Report
presents hard data demonstrating that the combination of false positives and false negatives in 
this 16% figure essentially cancel each other out. Nonetheless, in the face of its own data, the 
Report declares this conclusion to be “superficial” and proceeds to posit a worst case (and 
statistically impossible) scenario in which none of the unreported troubles are cleared within the 
benchmark period and all of the incorrectly reported troubles are cleared within the timeframe. 

  
7 These are trouble reports associated within RCMAC and NOC-NTC organizations to resolve and the trouble is 
closed expeditiously without establishing a work order.
8 FairPoint’s response to Liberty’s Preliminary Finding #3; see Exhibit 4 
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In a response to the Preliminary Finding on this issue, FairPoint demonstrated that, as would be 
expected, the errors essentially negated each other and that the metric would have differed by 
only 0.18% (i.e., two-tenths of one percent) for the period January 2010. Although Liberty noted 
this in its discussion of Conclusion #22, it did not review FairPoint’s analysis and completely 
ignored it in the Report Summary, in favor of the imaginary scenario described above.  

II. FairPoint Conclusion 

The term “audit” implies a thorough, balanced, methodical analysis and reporting of the data 
processes being examined. Unfortunately, certain aspects of the Report miss this standard.  
Several of the Report’s conclusions are unsupported by evidence and many of the findings are 
contradictory. The Report is arbitrary or vague in defining the standards that FairPoint has 
purportedly failed to meet, particularly in regard to data retention, metrics definitions, and the 
materiality of certain results. Many of the recommended changes are without any clear 
explanation or precedent supporting such a change. Moreover, the Report exceeds its proper 
scope by recommending additional billing and installation metrics with no supporting rationale. 

The Report also lacks the benefit of all the information and data that FairPoint provided, much of 
which was either not evaluated or rejected outright. Without this information, the objectivity of 
the Report is diminished and an overly negative picture emerges. The Report deemphasizes the 
positive findings regarding FairPoint’s processes and performance and fails to acknowledge that, 
to the extent that there is room for improvement, FairPoint has already implemented or taken 
steps to address most of the Report’s valid recommendations.  Furthermore, the Report obscures 
the fact that FairPoint’s QoS reporting is substantially accurate. The result of this six month 
audit has had minimal potential impact on the actual QoS reported results and no impact on 
FairPoint’s customers.

Regardless of how the Commission ultimately interprets the Report, FairPoint suggests that the 
Report be considered in a broader perspective. The telecommunications industry is rapidly 
changing and is extremely competitive as CLECs, long distance providers, wireless providers, 
government entities and cable VoIP providers all vie for customers. Unfortunately, the regulatory 
structure in the telecommunications sector has not kept pace with the technological innovation 
and highly competitive marketplace. The Report raises questions about whether the current 
Retail POTS QoS metrics are relevant based on the current competitive marketplace. In many 
cases, the Report itself concludes that the metrics in question are not material.  The reality of the 
competitive marketplace allows customers to have many choices and competition is all the 
incentive companies need to perform well.  Not one of the other telecommunications providers in 
New Hampshire has the current level of burdensome QoS requirements.  The cost and time spent 
on this audit alone were excessive and the outcome will not impact the customers at all.  The 
time and money should be spent on operational improvements and efforts to continue broadband 
expansion.  The Commission should not saddle FairPoint with regulatory burdens that make the 
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competitive “playing field” even more unbalanced in favor of CLECs, cable VoIP providers and 
other competitors.

An objective review of the factual findings contained in the Report establishes that FairPoint’s 
SQI reporting is accurate in all material respects. The Commission should conclude that 
FairPoint has accurately reported its quality of service for the period 2010. 

III. Specific Recommendations and Conclusions

In this section, FairPoint lists the Report’s recommendations and conclusions, and then provides 
an overall response.  In many instances, FairPoint references its earlier responses to the 
Preliminary Findings.  To ensure the record is complete, FairPoint hereby attaches its responses 
to the Preliminary Findings as Exhibits 2 – 12 and incorporates that material by reference herein.
FairPoint has not attached all of the referenced attachments within the Preliminary Findings as 
the attachments are largely comprised of voluminous data and contain confidential information.

1. Recommendation #1: Review the current New Hampshire Quality of Service 
measurement system and process documentation to correct all errors and make the 
documentation complete and consistent with the calculation processes (see Conclusion 
#1).

• Conclusion #1:  FairPoint’s documentation of the New Hampshire Quality of 
Service measurements is incomplete, inconsistent, and sometimes inaccurate (see 
Recommendation #1).

FairPoint Response: FairPoint strives to maintain complete and consistent 
documentation and is addressing each of the instances where Liberty has suggested its 
documentation requires updates.  However, FairPoint disagrees with the broad 
characterization of FairPoint’s QoS measurement documentation contained within 
Recommendation and Conclusion #1. The observations related to this recommendation 
do not impact the code or processes used to produce the 2010 Retail QoS report results.  
FairPoint agrees that current and accurate documentation should be maintained, however, 
FairPoint does not expect any revisions to impact reported results.
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2. Recommendation #2:  Implement additional data quality validation checks, including 
record count verifications, between the source systems and the performance measurement 
reporting systems to help ensure that the reporting systems have a complete set of source 
data records for accurate performance calculations (see Conclusion #2).

• Conclusion #2: FairPoint has insufficient quality checks to ensure that all 
necessary source data is loaded into the systems used in the calculation of the 
New Hampshire Quality of Service measurements (see Recommendation #2).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint generally agrees with Recommendation #2. FairPoint 
has implemented enhancements to its data quality validation and record count 
verifications between source systems and reporting systems during 2011.  These data 
management enhancements address the observations conveyed in Recommendation #2 
and Conclusion #2. The underlying details of FairPoint’s data management 
enhancements were provided to Liberty in FairPoint’s response to Preliminary Finding #1
submitted March 23, 2011; the Report fails to take this response into account. 

However, FairPoint disagrees with the broad characterization contained within 
Conclusion #2. With respect to footnote #165 referenced in Conclusion #2, FairPoint 
hereby clarifies its intent in the July 29, 2011 factual corrections to the draft final report.
FairPoint was not challenging the reference to Conclusion #18, rather, it provided what it 
believed to be a correction to that statement.  The exclusion of the trouble tickets without 
the work orders was a CAMP coded exclusion.  It cannot be assumed that a data 
management process would have identified this issue. This issue was the result of a 
misunderstanding of operational processes and the logic deployed in the CAMP reporting 
system.

3. Recommendation #3: Comply with the data retention requirements of the 2008 
Settlement Agreement (see Conclusion #3).

• Conclusion #3:  FairPoint’s data retention practices prevent the ability to trace 
the details of the calculations supporting reported results for most of the quality of 
service measurements. This prevents the reliable validation of the data used in the 
calculations (see Recommendation #3).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint disagrees with the implication in Recommendation #3 
that its data retention policies do not comply with the 2008 Settlement agreement.  
FairPoint believes that there is a misinterpretation of FairPoint’s data retention practices.  
FairPoint has specific retention practices for each source system that complies with the 
2008 Settlement Agreement.  Exhibit 3, Section 3.1, of the 2008 Settlement Agreement
states “…records of these measurements and summaries shall be retained by the utility 
for a period of at least five years for audit purposes.”  All of the source data supporting
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the calculation of the QoS report metrics since cutover to the FairPoint Operational 
Support Systems in February 2009 have been retained and are available for review
including data from New Metrics and Previsor.  FairPoint notes that the switch data 
maintained for Previsor includes large volumes of records that measure network usage 
and efficiency.  Given the nature and volume of this data FairPoint maintains detailed 
usage data for one year and summary records for five (5) years.  The summary records 
provide all the required documentation for the calculation of the QoS report metrics. 

Conclusion #3 asserts that “telecommunications companies typically retain such copies of 
the data used for monthly performance reporting.” Consistent with standard industry 
practice, FairPoint has maintained the source data for the calculation and reporting of the 
QoS report metrics.  FairPoint also takes exception to the word “typically,” since there 
are few telecommunications companies still subject to reporting service performance 
metrics. In 2011 FairPoint has enhanced the CAMP Regulatory Reporting system to 
facilitate the re-creation of historical metric data. These enhancements address the 
following items:

• Enhanced software versioning;

• Improvements in maintaining monthly data snapshots; and

• A backup of reference data done at the beginning of each month.

4. Recommendation #4: Make the “Product_USOC” table relatively static, requiring 
updating only when FairPoint introduces a new product or retires a product (see 
Conclusion #5).

• Conclusion #5: The look-up tables FairPoint used to identify the products 
associated with service orders, trouble tickets, and access lines for the CAMP-
calculated New Hampshire Quality of Service measurements were unreliable 
during 2010 (see Recommendation #4).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint agrees with Recommendation #4, but disagrees with 
Conclusion #5.  FairPoint implemented an ongoing monitoring process which includes
USOC table reviews.  Updates to the table are implemented only as required for product 
management purposes. In the first quarter of 2011, change management processes were 
revised improving the process and documentation for USOC table changes and their 
deployments; these changes are designed to make the “Product_USOC” table relatively 
static as Liberty recommends.  In addition, as noted by the Report, FairPoint’s analysis 
has determined that this recommendation would have no impact on reported 2010 results 
for the analyzed metrics.
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5. Recommendation #5:  Review the measurement system code to ensure it is only including 
valid records in the calculation of the New Hampshire Quality of Service measurements (see 
Conclusions #6, #10, #11, #12, #13, #15, #16, #20).

• Conclusion #6: FairPoint improperly includes official company lines in all 
measurement calculations (see Recommendation #5).

• Conclusion #10:  FairPoint incorrectly includes number port-out orders to other 
carriers in the calculation of Percent Installation Service Orders Met Commitment 
and Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 Days (see Recommendation 
#5). 

• Conclusion #11: FairPoint includes some but not all bundled POTS and data 
services in the calculation of the Percent Installation Service Commitment Met 
and Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 days measurements (see 
Recommendation #5).

• Conclusion #12: FairPoint incorrectly includes orders for which the customer 
requested a due date later than the date offered by FairPoint in the Average Days 
to Install measurements (see Recommendation #5).

• Conclusion #13: FairPoint is inconsistent in treating retail move orders in 
calculating the provisioning measurements (see Recommendation #5).

• Conclusion #15: FairPoint incorrectly excludes orders from the calculation of 
Total Held Orders On Hand Month End –Facility Reasons, Held Orders Over 30 
Days – Facility Reasons, and Held Orders – Average Total Delay Days – Facility 
Reasons,  when the original due date was missed due to customer reasons but 
subsequent information reveals there is a facility issue (see Recommendation #5).

• Conclusion #16:  FairPoint improperly counts the same access line multiple times 
for records that erroneously contain multiple USOCs for the POTS product when 
calculating Access Lines in Service (see Recommendation #5).

• Conclusion #20: FairPoint’s inclusion of wholesale resold service lines in the 
calculation of Customer Trouble Report Rate per 100 Lines – Network prevents 
this measurement from focusing solely on retail performance (see 
Recommendation #5).

FairPoint Response: FairPoint has measured the QoS metrics consistent with the 
practices of Verizon and its QoS metric filings in the years prior to FairPoint’s 
acquisition of Verizon’s wire line operations in New Hampshire. However, several of the 
instances that are documented in the Report’s conclusions underlying this 
recommendation are examples of an interpretation of the metric that differs from 
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FairPoint’s. FairPoint believes the measurement system code should reflect the QoS 
metrics, and suggests discussions with Staff to review the Report’s observations.
FairPoint agrees that the “cases” associated with the observations related to this 
recommendation “appear to have a limited effect on the reported results.”

6. Recommendation #6:  Implement a code change that will prevent wholesale orders from 
being misclassified as retail orders in FairPoint’s QoS calculations (see Conclusion #7).

• Conclusion #7:  FairPoint’s process can misclassify a wholesale service order as 
a retail order in calculating the service provisioning measurements (see 
Recommendation #6).

FairPoint Response: FairPoint agrees with Recommendation #6. Wholesale orders 
should be excluded from the CAMP reporting processes and, as noted in the Report,
FairPoint deployed code in March 2011 to enhance the logic to ensure wholesale orders
are excluded from QoS calculations. The Report concluded that “[i]f such 
misclassifications occur, they are not likely to have a material effect on the reported 
results.”

7. Recommendation #7: Meet with Staff to determine the appropriate order completion 
date to use for calculating service provisioning measurements, the types of orders that 
should be included in each measurement and the appropriate performance benchmark for 
each (see Conclusions #8 and #9).

• Conclusion #8: FairPoint’s method for defining order completion when 
calculating the service provisioning measurements uses an order completion date 
different from, and often prior to, that at which all steps for provisioning a service 
order have been finished (see Recommendation #7).

• Liberty’s Conclusion #9: FairPoint’s definition of “installation” in Percent 
Installation Service Orders Met Commitment and Percent Installation Service 
Orders Met within 30 Days includes mechanized orders in the calculation (see 
Recommendation #7).

FairPoint Response: While FairPoint is willing to meet with Staff as suggested in 
Recommendation #7, FairPoint disagrees with Conclusion #8. FairPoint believes that its 
current processes apply the correct completion date, types of orders and benchmarks.
FairPoint met with Kathryn Bailey, New Hampshire Telecommunications Division 
Director, in December 2009. The discussion at that meeting on Installation Metrics is 
documented in the January 20, 2011 filing of the FairPoint December Retail Quality of 
Service report (Exhibit 1). In this document it states that the Percent Met Commitment 
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metric will be measured as the committed date (due date) versus the completion of the 
installation work. FairPoint has been operating under those clarifications.

8. Recommendation #8:  Modify the process of identifying troubles in CAMP to assure 
that all appropriate transactions are included in the CAMP repair measurement 
calculations (see Conclusion #18).

• Conclusion #18:  FairPoint’s process for extracting source trouble report data 
into CAMP erroneously excludes some POTS trouble reports that qualify for the 
New Hampshire Quality of Service repair measurements (see Recommendation
#8).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint does not agree with Recommendation #8 or the broad 
assertions contained in Conclusion #18.  However, FairPoint does agree generally that all 
appropriate transactions should be included in the CAMP repair measurement 
calculations.  There were repair tickets with no associated work orders that were excluded 
from the CAMP repair measurement calculations. However, this situation has been 
corrected with the CAMP enhancements deployed on April 4, 2011. As mentioned in 
response to Preliminary Finding #3, FairPoint is prepared to discuss with Staff the impact 
to the Customer Trouble Report Rate per 100 Lines-Network, Percent Repair 
Commitments Met, and Mean Time to Repair metrics for the year 2010, given the 
inclusion of the repair tickets with no associated work orders.  

FairPoint analyzed the restatement of the applicable repair metrics noted in the 
Preliminary Finding and provided the results of this analysis to Liberty on April 8, 2011.  
This analysis showed that the restatement had no impact on whether FairPoint met or 
missed a metric benchmark and no material impact on the reported QoS report results
except for Customer Trouble Report Rate per 100 Lines – Network which increased from 
1.24 to 1.40.

Because FairPoint is not aware of any misstatements as a result of the product 
classification process, and the fact that this logic used by CAMP for product 
classification is critical to the overall objective and deliverables of this reporting system, 
FairPoint does not agree with Recommendation #8 suggesting changes to this product 
identification process.
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9. Recommendation #9:  Change the logic used by CAMP to include troubles on all lines 
associated with a POTS service in the calculation of the Quality of Service results (see 
Conclusion #19).

• Conclusion #19:  FairPoint incorrectly excludes some trouble reports on lines 
that have both POTS and DSL service in the CAMP-calculated New Hampshire 
Quality of Service repair measurements (see Recommendation #9).

FairPoint Response: Although not explicitly articulated in the recommendation,
FairPoint understands that Recommendation #9 is referencing processes used to identify 
troubles on a customer service line that provisions both POTS and DSL products. The 
classification of these troubles is challenging because of the need to identify the product 
generating the trouble on the same copper line that is providing both products. It is 
difficult to separate and remove DSL troubles that are not associated with the QoS report 
measurements. FairPoint has a defined methodology to make the determination and 
applies this methodology consistently. FairPoint provided this information to Liberty.  
Liberty did not discuss with FairPoint an alternative methodology, nor did it indicate 
whether a different methodology would yield any greater precision in the QoS 
measurement results. Nonetheless, FairPoint suggests discussions with Staff to review 
this industry wide issue.

FairPoint has no details of the analysis presented in Conclusion #19, but FairPoint’s 
research indicates that the impact of including all tickets that were subject to 
interpretation of the line having both POTS and DSL service would result in no impact to 
the evaluation of the 2009 waiver and no change to benchmark status for the 2010 results.

With respect to footnote #232 in Conclusion #19, in the FairPoint July 29, 2011 factual 
corrections to the Draft Final Report, FairPoint misinterpreted that it was the exclusion of 
tickets without work orders that Liberty was referencing in their assertion of the “missing 
tickets.” It should be noted prior to receiving the Report on August 9, 2011, FairPoint 
had not been provided with Liberty’s analysis of tickets that were associated to lines with 
both POTS and DSL service. Consequently, FairPoint could not have made the correct 
interpretation at that time. FairPoint would have willingly engaged in discussion and 
worked with Liberty to assess the potential impact on metric results as FairPoint 
attempted to do with the impact analysis of the exclusion of tickets without work orders.
However, the Report states that no attempt was made to verify the results of this analysis 
nor did the Report discuss the assessment of tickets associated with lines with both POTS 
and DSL service to determine the potential impact to the QoS metric results.
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10. Recommendation #10: Calculate all New Hampshire Quality of Service repair 
measurements in the same system (see Conclusion #21).

• Conclusion #21:  FairPoint’s process for identifying POTS trouble reports for the 
New Hampshire Quality of Service repair measurements is inconsistent (see 
Recommendation #10).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint agrees with Recommendation #10. FairPoint agrees that 
there may be benefits to reporting all repair measurements using a common process as 
proposed. FairPoint suggests a discussion with Staff regarding a transition plan to start 
reporting the Percent Out of Service Cleared in 24 Hours measurement (the only repair 
metric not reported directly from CAMP) via the CAMP methodology and processes. It 
should be noted that this proposed change will have no impact to the reported results.

11. Recommendation #11:  Implement a flag in the Remedy system to indicate whether the 
trouble report involves an out-of-service condition before the technicians are permitted to 
close a trouble report (see Conclusion #22).

• Conclusion #22:  FairPoint’s method for identifying trouble reports that involved 
an out-of-service condition for the calculation of Percent Out of Service Cleared 
within 24 Hours is unreliable (see Recommendation #11).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint disagrees with Recommendation #11 and disagrees with 
the broad assertion contained in Conclusion #22.  FairPoint’s systems do not require the 
front line representative to explicitly capture and designate “Out of Service” on the repair 
ticket during initial data entry, because other indicators such as “no dial tone,” “cannot be 
called” and “cannot call out” provide more information for the technician to address the 
customer’s situation. After reviewing Preliminary Finding #2, which noted repair tickets
with out of service indicator that might have been excluded in error, FairPoint assessed 
the impact on the Percent Out of Service Cleared within 24 Hours metric of adding these 
allegedly missing records to the metric calculation process. This analysis found that the 
cumulative year–to-date results for the measurement changed less than one-tenth of one 
percent (i.e. less than 0.1%). Therefore, Conclusion #22 is not supportable.  FairPoint 
disagrees with the recommendation that proposes a change to measurement methodology 
which decreases efficiencies and produces no improvement to the customer service repair 
process.
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12. Recommendation #12: Exclude calls that are routed to a vacant code announcement 
from the calculation of Percent Call Completion (see Conclusion #23).

• Conclusion #23: FairPoint incorrectly includes calls that are routed to a vacant 
code announcement as incomplete calls in the calculation of Percent Call 
Completion (see Recommendation #12).

FairPoint Response: FairPoint agrees with Recommendation #12.  FairPoint agrees calls 
routed to a vacant code announcement should be excluded.  FairPoint will implement the 
required process changes.  The Report concluded that “[t]he volume of these calls may be 
small and are likely to have negligible effect on the results.”

13. Recommendation #13: Drop the Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 
Days measurement (see Conclusion #27).

• Conclusion #27:  Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 Days is not a 
good indicator of customer satisfaction with FairPoint’s performance (see 
Recommendation #13).

FairPoint Response: FairPoint agrees with Recommendation #13. The Percent 
Installation Service Orders Met within 30 Days metric originated in Commission 
proceeding DR 96-220, Order No. 22,484 (January 20, 1997), the NYNEX/Bell Atlantic 
Merger Order, and was maintained as a metric by FairPoint and Staff through the 2008 
Settlement Agreement (Exhibit 3 section 3.2.f), and the 2010 Settlement. FairPoint agrees 
that this metric is no longer a good predictor of customer satisfaction, particularly given 
the easy availability of competitive alternatives that have developed since 1997.  
Accordingly, FairPoint agrees with the elimination of this metric and will suggest a 
procedural mechanism to implement this recommendation.

14. Recommendation #14: Add a measurement calculating the percent of installation 
troubles reported within a given number of days of installation to the New Hampshire 
Quality of Service Measurements (see Conclusion #28).

• Conclusion #28:  Currently there are no measurements that provide information 
on the quality of FairPoint’s installations (see Recommendation #14).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint disagrees with Recommendation #14. The existing 
Retail QoS report plan has twenty four metrics in total, of which, eleven (as shown in the 
following table) are focused on the installation process:
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Service Provisioning Metric Metric Number

POTS Premise Installation Average Days to Install 1
POTS Mechanized Installation Average Days to Install 2

POTS Combined Installation Average Days to Install 3

% Installation Services Orders Met Commitment 7

% Installation Services Orders Met w/in 30 days 8

Held Orders Average Total Delay Days 18

Total Held Orders on Hand Month end 19

Average Delay Days for Installation of Service 20

Number of Installation Orders 21

Number of Access Lines Installed 22

Held Orders over 30 Days (for facility reasons) 27

The recommendation would add a twelfth installation metric. No evidence has been 
provided that this type of metric would benefit FairPoint’s retail customers in New 
Hampshire.  QoS reporting already is time consuming, expensive, and of dubious benefit 
to customers.  The Commission should not make the reporting process more cumbersome 
and burden FairPoint with added requirements that it does not impose on FairPoint’s 
competitors.

15. Recommendation #15:  Drop one or more of the current provisioning measurements that 
focus on service orders that missed the due date as a result of a lack of FairPoint facilities 
(see Conclusion #29).

• Conclusion #29: There appear to be too many measurements that focus on 
performance involving missed due dates due to a lack of FairPoint facilities (see 
Recommendation #15).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint agrees with Recommendation #15 and Conclusion #29.  
The QoS report has many provisioning metrics. One or more provisioning metrics that 
focus on service orders that miss due dates as a result of a lack of facilities can and 
should be eliminated. Results indicate that service order due dates are seldom missed for 
lack of facility reasons. Therefore, FairPoint proposes to eliminate metric #18, Held 
Orders Average Total Delay Days; metric #27, Held Orders over 30 Days (for facility 
reasons) and metric #19, Total Held Orders on Hand Month End. FairPoint suggests 
discussions with the Commission Staff to discuss this issue.
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16. Recommendation #16: Add billing accuracy measurements to the New Hampshire 
Quality of Service Measurements (see Conclusion #30).

• Conclusion #30:  Currently there are no measurements that provide information 
on the accuracy of FairPoint’s customer billing (see Recommendation #16).

FairPoint Response:  FairPoint disagrees with Recommendation #16. There is no basis 
for this Conclusion or Recommendation, nor any evidence or source documents
establishing that “FairPoint’s customers have raised a number of complaints about 
FairPoint’s billing quality.”  In addition, this Conclusion and Recommendation are 
outside the scope of the agreed audit procedures. 

There have been no data requests, data request clarifications, interviews or preliminary 
findings that support this recommendation. Furthermore, in the weekly calls with Staff to 
review any process issues or concerns, there were no discussions that could have possibly 
led to Conclusion #30 and Recommendation #16.

In addition, as noted earlier, the ILECs in New Hampshire have lost a significant number 
of access lines due to competition, which, on its own, is incentive enough for service 
quality performance. FairPoint’s competitors do not have a requirement to track and 
report billing accuracy.  A leveling of the “playing field” would suggest adding a billing 
metric, or any other new metric would be punitive for one carrier in the marketplace.

17. Recommendation #17:  Establish performance benchmarks for the three POTS Average 
Days to Install measurements, Average Delay Days for Installation of Service, Number of 
Repeat Trouble Reports, and Mean Time to Repair (see Conclusion #31).

• Conclusion #31:  Many of the measurements that report performance factors key 
to customer satisfaction do not have a performance standard (see 
Recommendation #17).

FairPoint Response: FairPoint disagrees with Recommendation #17 and Conclusion 
#31. There is no evidence supporting the assumptions with respect to the impact of this 
recommendation on “customer satisfaction.” The mere establishment of benchmarks will 
not influence FairPoint’s performance for the six diagnostic metrics or improve customer 
satisfaction. 

FairPoint’s performance in the majority of these diagnostic metrics has improved since 
the inception of the QoS plan. These improvements, significant in most cases, 
demonstrate FairPoint’s operational commitment to its retail customers in New 
Hampshire, irrespective if the QoS metric carries a benchmark or are purely diagnostic. 
FairPoint contends that it is not necessary to add benchmarks to these diagnostic metrics 
as FairPoint’s performance clearly does not warrant concern. 
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FairPoint notes that with respect to the benchmark establishment for the first three 
installation metrics identified, Exhibit 3 of the Merger Order which states that “FairPoint 
and Staff shall work to develop within six months following commencement of reports 
under 3.2(b) below new criteria for measuring dial tone installations for basic service.”
Although some meetings were held between FairPoint and Staff in this time period, no 
benchmarks were established, which certainly raises doubt with respect to the importance 
of these metrics, associated benchmarks, and their benefit to the retail customers of New 
Hampshire. In addition, as has been raised with Staff, the installation metrics are 
duplicative as are associated penalties; basic fairness would require that FairPoint should 
not be put at risk multiple times for benchmarks for similar metrics. 

With respect to the POTS Mechanized Installation Average Days to Install metric, 
FairPoint notes the contradictory conclusions in the Report. The Report challenges the 
value of mechanized installation in its Conclusion #9 by stating that “Mechanized orders 
require limited effort to provision on time and hence almost all should be able to meet the 
committed provisioning date.” However, Conclusion #31, in direct contradiction, states 
that “[a]ll these measurements report on aspects of performance that are critical to 
customer satisfaction and all should have a performance benchmark that FairPoint is 
required to meet (emphasis added).” The Report’s reference to “all these measurements”
includes POTS Mechanized Installation Average Days to Install metric. In one 
conclusion, the Report deemphasizes the merits of mechanized installation performance 
measurements, and in another conclusion, it includes mechanized installation in a group 
of six metrics that are “aspects of performance that are critical to customer satisfaction”
and recommends a benchmark (emphasis added).
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Appendix A

Summary of FairPoint’s Response to Liberty’s Recommendation

Number Recommendation FairPoint Response

1

Review the current New Hampshire Quality of 
Service measurement system and process 
documentation to correct all errors and make 
the documentation complete and consistent 
with the calculation processes.

FairPoint has reviewed and is addressing each 
of the instances where the Report has 
suggested the documentation requires updates.  
The revised documentation will have no impact 
on system code or reported results.

2

Implement additional data quality validation 
checks, including record count verifications, 
between the source systems and the 
performance measurement reporting systems to 
help ensure that the reporting systems have a 
complete set of source data records for accurate 
performance calculations.

Data management practices have been 
enhanced to address the issues raised in the 
Report as reported in response to Preliminary 
Finding #1 on March 23, 2011.  The data 
quality validation and record count verification 
enhancements already have been implemented 
with no impact on reported results.

3
Comply with the data retention requirements of 
the 2008 Settlement Agreement.

FairPoint has specific retention practices, for 
each source system that comply with the 2008 
Settlement Agreement.  No changes to the 
retention practices are required to meet the 
terms of that agreement.

4
Make the “Product_USOC” table relatively 
static, requiring updating only when FairPoint 
introduces a new product or retires a product.

The “Product_USOC” table should be 
relatively static.  Updates will be implemented 
only as required for product management 
purposes, i.e. new product, retirements, and 
updates. The change management processes 
have been revised and documentation has been 
updated to ensure USOCs are in the correct 
table and mapped to the appropriate product 
and product hierarchy.  Further, as the Report
noted, FairPoint’s analysis determined this 
recommendation would have no impact on 
reported 2010 results for the reported metrics.

5

Review the measurement system code to 
ensure it is only including valid records in the 
calculation of the New Hampshire Quality of 
Service measurements

FairPoint will consult with the Staff to review 
any measurement definitions highlighted by 
The Report and the potential need for any 
required changes. However, as noted in the 
Report, its conclusions related to this 
recommendation “appear to have a limited 
effect on the reported results.”
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Number Recommendation FairPoint Response

6
Implement a code change that will prevent 
wholesale orders from being misclassified as 
retail orders in FairPoint’s QoS calculations.

Code enhancements to ensure no wholesale 
orders are included in the Quality of Service 
Report were implemented by FairPoint as 
noted by in the Report.  The Report concluded 
no material effect likely.

7

Meet with Staff to determine the appropriate 
order completion date to use for calculating 
service provisioning measurements, the types 
of orders that should be included in each 
measurement and the appropriate performance 
benchmark for each.

FairPoint’s current practice is consistent with 
industry practices and with Verizon’s reporting 
prior to the 2008 merger transaction; however, 
FairPoint will meet with the Staff to review the 
process for establishing order completion 
dates.

8

Modify the process of identifying troubles in 
CAMP to assure that all appropriate 
transactions are included in the CAMP repair 
measurement calculations.

FairPoint does not agree that changes to the 
product identification process are required.  
However, it concurs that all appropriate 
transactions should be included in the repair 
measurement calculations and deployed the 
necessary enhancements to the CAMP process 
on April 4, 2011.  As mentioned in response to 
Preliminary Finding # 3, FairPoint is prepared 
to discuss the impact on reported metrics with 
the Staff.  However, since the proposed 
changes would not impact whether FairPoint 
met or missed a metric and given the 
importance of the current CAMP logic for the 
overall objective and deliverables of the 
reporting system, additional changes to the 
product identification process are not required.

9

Change the logic used by CAMP to include 
troubles on all lines associated with a POTS 
service in the calculation of the New 
Hampshire Service Quality results.

FairPoint will consult with Staff regarding 
alternatives for identifying trouble reports on
single lines with multiple services, where only 
POTS service performance is reportable in the 
quality of service metric.

10
Calculate all New Hampshire Quality of 
Service repair measurements in the same 
system.

Reporting all repair measurements using a 
common process may have benefits, and 
FairPoint plans to discuss a plan to transition to 
a single process with the Staff.  However, the 
proposed change will have no impact to 
reported results.

11

Implement a flag in the Remedy system to 
indicate whether the trouble report involves an 
out-of-service condition before the technicians 
are permitted to close a trouble report.

An additional step in the process to closing a 
trouble report is not required.  FairPoint is 
currently capturing data in a manner that 
provides information for the technician to 
expeditiously assess the customer’s situation 
and restore service and meet the requirements 
of QoS reporting.  The Report’s 
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Number Recommendation FairPoint Response

recommendation would require a change to the 
measurement methodology that decreases 
efficiencies and produces no improvement to 
the customer service repair process.

12
Exclude calls that are routed to a vacant code 
announcement from the calculation of Percent 
Call Completion.

Calls routed to a vacant code announcement 
should be excluded from the calculation of 
Percent Call Completion metric, and FairPoint 
will implement system modification to address 
this issue. This recommendation will have 
negligible effect on the results.

13 Drop the Percent Installation Service Orders 
Met within 30 Days measurement.

The Percent Installation Service Orders Met 
within 30 Days measurement is no longer 
necessary and should be removed from the 
QoS.

14

Add a measurement calculating the percent of 
installation troubles reported within a given 
number of days of installation to the New 
Hampshire Quality of Service Measurements.

Another installation metric is not necessary as 
the QoS already includes 11 installation 
metrics. Additional metrics would be 
duplicative with little incremental value to 
customers.  This change is an unjustified 
expansion of the QoS and the Report presents 
no audited basis for this recommendation.

15

Drop one or more of the current provisioning 
measurements that focus on service orders that 
missed the due date as a result of a lack of 
FairPoint facilities.

One or more of the current provisioning 
metrics should be eliminated, and FairPoint 
will work with the Staff to streamline this 
aspect of the QoS.

16 Add billing accuracy measurements to the New 
Hampshire Quality of Service Measurements.

Billing metrics are not necessary.  This change 
is an unjustified expansion of the QoS, and the 
Report presents no audited evidence to support 
the recommendation.  

17

Establish performance benchmarks for the 
three POTS Average Days to Install 
measurements, Average Delay Days for 
Installation of Service, Repeat Trouble Report, 
and Mean Time to Repair.

Adding benchmarks for these existing metrics
would not improve the QoS.  These metrics 
have been tracked for several years, and 
performance has improved significantly for 
several of them.  The addition of a benchmark
will not influence performance or improve 
customer satisfaction.  This change is an 
unjustified expansion of the QoS and the 
Report provides no evidence for the 
recommendation.
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Northern New England Telephone Operations LLC

d/b/a FairPoint Communications

State of New Hampshire

Preliminary Finding #1 New Hampshire SQI Audit

Exhibit 2

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #1

DATED: 3/10/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint has insufficient quality checks to ensure that all of the necessary 
source system data is loaded into the systems used in the calculation of the New 
Hampshire Quality of Service measurements.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint should implement additional data quality validation checks, including 
record count verifications, between the source systems and the performance 
results reporting systems to help ensure that the reporting systems have a 
complete set of source data records for accurate performance results 
calculations.  Although FairPoint has indicated that it is working on further data 
quality checks that will be implemented by the end of the first quarter of 2011, 
Liberty has insufficient information about this initiative to judge whether it will 
address the concerns.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

The information below provided by FairPoint is confidential and is provided 
pursuant to the Protective Agreement, dated December 23, 2010 in response to 
the requested information.

With the ongoing efforts to optimize and improve processes, FairPoint has 
focused on enhancing operational improvement and monitoring tools.  As 
indicated to Liberty in FairPoint’s response to DR #4-63 (1/24/11), system 
upgrades are in process with an expected delivery during first quarter of 2011 to 
complete the implementation of additional processes/procedures designed to 
enhance data validation.

During the first quarter of 2011, FairPoint completed and implemented an 
Operations Dashboard that provides Quality Checks to ensure all required 
source data is loaded into CAMP.  A subset of the Operations Dashboard is 
attached as Exhibit A and illustrates the record count validation results for 
March, 2011 (see NH SQI Audit Preliminary Finding_1_Exhibit_A.xls). 
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Northern New England Telephone Operations LLC
d/b/a FairPoint Communications

State of New Hampshire

Preliminary Finding #1 New Hampshire SQI Audit

• The Operations Dashboard contains daily and monthly validations for all 
source data loaded into the CAMP Staging database.

o Record counts are verified from the feed files and matched to the 
number of records loaded in the staging database.  Any difference 
is recoded as a reject count and is further analyzed.

o This process compares the source system records count and 
records loaded into the CAMP staging database defined in the 
process and indicates any tables where the record counts do not 
match. Discrepancies are reviewed and reconciled.

• Monthly analysis includes a review of the trending of data load record 
counts for the month as compared to the previous two months’ data load 
record counts. Any spikes or surges in the counts are researched to 
determine if there were any issues with the data loads.

• Daily and monthly validations are performed to ensure all the feed files 
required for the day are received and all the jobs scheduled for the day are 
executed successfully.  These validations are tracked in the Operations 
Dashboard.

For one service quality metric calculation (Out of Service Cleared in 24 hours), 
FairPoint utilizes a data source named FireStge that is sourced from the 
operation system known as Remedy.  A validation tool scheduled for 
implementation by March 31, 2011, will enhance the controls that monitor the 
data load processes.  Two reports will be generated daily:
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Northern New England Telephone Operations LLC
d/b/a FairPoint Communications

State of New Hampshire

Preliminary Finding #1 New Hampshire SQI Audit

• FireStge Quality Control Table Counts Report – This report will compare 
the source system records count, Informatica records loaded, and the 
FireStge record count for each table defined in the process and indicates any 
tables where the numbers do not match. Discrepancies will be reviewed and 
reconciled.

• FireStge Quality Control Missing Tables Report – This report will compare 
the tables queried for counts against an inventory of tables in FireStge.  The 
report will identify tables that are in FireStge that are not part of the refresh. 
This will allow FairPoint to identify whether a table has been accidentally 
dropped from the refresh or needs to be added to the Quality Control 
process.

As described in the above processes, and indicated in the response of DR #4-63 
on January 24th, FairPoint has implemented enhancements to its data quality 
validation and record count verifications between source systems and reporting 
systems. In addition to addressing Liberty’s identification of this preliminary 
finding, FairPoint would also like to clarify the comment in the Preliminary 
Finding #1 document that referred to the impact of this finding.  The document 
stated “The impact of this issue cannot be quantified because FairPoint does not 
maintain complete service order and trouble report histories in the source 
systems.  CAMP is the only system Liberty is aware of where FairPoint stores 
such historical data.”  FairPoint hereby requests further discussions with Liberty 
to clarify Liberty’s statement regarding the lack of history maintenance related 
to the source systems used in the calculation of the New Hampshire Quality of 
Service measurements.  The source operation systems, Remedy and MetaSolv, 
that support the processes associated to service orders and trouble report activity 
have stored all activity from 2/09 (system cutover) to current available.  Thus at 
this time, FairPoint disagrees with the above referenced comment and believes 
the statement to be incorrect. 
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Northern New England Telephone Operations LLC
d/b/a FairPoint Communications

State of New Hampshire

Preliminary Finding #2 New Hampshire SQI Audit

Exhibit 3

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #2

DATED: 3/15/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint’s method for identifying trouble reports that involved an out-of-
service condition for the calculation of the “Percent out of Service Cleared 
within 24 Hours” measurement is unreliable.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint should implement a flag in Remedy, i.e. one that must be populated by 
FairPoint’s technicians with a simple yes or no, to indicate whether the trouble 
report involved an out-of-service condition before the technicians are permitted 
to close a trouble report.  Liberty acknowledges that such a flag is not a perfect 
solution and is still subject to human error; however, requiring the technicians to 
populate a simple required field with a yes or no value will be much more 
dependable and error free than the process currently being used by FairPoint.  
Other carriers in the industry use such a flag to identify out of service trouble 
reports.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

The information below provided by FairPoint is confidential and is provided 
pursuant to the Protective Agreement, dated December 23, 2010 in response to 
the requested information.
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Northern New England Telephone Operations LLC
d/b/a FairPoint Communications

State of New Hampshire

Preliminary Finding #2 New Hampshire SQI Audit

FairPoint does not agree with Liberty’s assessment that the calculation of the 
Percent out of Service Cleared within 24 Hours measurement is unreliable.  As 
noted below, and taking into consideration Liberty’s Preliminary Finding #2, 
FairPoint reviewed this metric for the entire 2010 reporting year.  The results of 
this review demonstrate that FairPoint’s reporting was accurate in that the year-
to-date results changed less than one-tenth of one percent (i.e., less than 0.1%).  
Therefore, FairPoint requests that Liberty’s Preliminary Finding #2 be 
withdrawn.  

For NH SQI reporting, FairPoint determines whether a trouble report is 
addressing an out of service (OOS) condition by examining data in the “free 
format” in the Description of Symptom data field of the Trouble Report data 
record.  Representatives/Technicians are trained to enter the following codes in 
that data field to indicate an OOS trouble: NDT (no dial tone), CBC (cannot be 
called) or CCO (cannot call out). 

Liberty’s examination of the trouble ticket data identified examples of OOS 
trouble reports that were not included in the results data set used by FairPoint to 
calculate the metric results.  Representatives/Technicians at times have 
alternatively included the acronym “OOS” to indicate an out of service 
condition rather than the more precise codes referenced above.  FairPoint 
examined the data month in question to assess the impact not capturing the 
trouble tickets containing “OOS” in the free form field as the only indicator of 
an out of service trouble.  FairPoint identified an additional 24 observations to 
add to the denominator value (representing a 1.1% change), with 2 of the 24 
added to the numerator.  Considering this information, the January 2010 service 
quality metric measurement would change from the reported result of 75.48% to 
75.66%.  Additionally, FairPoint examined the data for this metric for the 
remainder of 2010.  The YTD metric performance changed from 83.08% to 
83.17%.  The change in results is not significant. Prior to the initiation of the NH 
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Northern New England Telephone Operations LLC
d/b/a FairPoint Communications

State of New Hampshire

Preliminary Finding #2 New Hampshire SQI Audit

SQI Audit, FairPoint’s Maintenance Operations submitted for consideration a 
system Change Request (CR# 231) that would update the Siebel and Remedy 
systems at the repair ticket entry point to provide a field described as the OOS 
indicator.  Part of the functionality being defined in the change request includes 
“guard rails” that would be placed in the systems to require the entry of the new 
OOS indicator by the employee entering the trouble report in conjunction with 
the presence of other criteria/data entered on the repair tickets.  These “guard 
rails” will assist in capturing more precise classifications of Service Affecting 
and Non-Service Affecting tickets.  

In the description of FairPoint’s processes, Liberty commented on: 

• the sole reliance “on employees remembering to populate the field”

• FairPoint’s “quality control process…to ensure the field is populated 
correctly…is simply that its retail representatives have been instructed 
to include CBC, CCO or NDT to describe customer out of service 
conditions.”

Liberty’s suggested process change does not eliminate reliance on the front-line 
representatives to manually populate a data field, which FairPoint believes to be 
an industry-wide common practice.  FairPoint believes that allowing manual 
entries of reported trouble conditions based upon an analysis of what the 
customer is reporting and testing data which may be available to the employee 
entering the trouble report is the best process to provide the most efficient 
response to the customer’s service concern. In addition, using that information 
as entered on the trouble ticket as the source of the data for the Percent Out of
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Service over 24 Hours metric is appropriate and reasonable.  The 
implementation of “guardrails” requested in CR# 231 will further enhance the 
reliability of the data gathered by employees at the point of trouble report entry.  
For all of these reasons, the additional “flag” suggested by Liberty is not 
necessary.

The methodology applied by FairPoint to determine out of service incidents, 
paired with employee training in support of the code entries used to determine 
an out of service condition  results in an accurate measurement.  Improvements 
to fine tune the process of data gathering have been proposed and will allow for 
more precision in the accuracy of the reporting on this metric. 
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Exhibit 4

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #3

DATED: 3/25/2011

ITEM:                               Preliminary Finding

FairPoint’s process for identifying POTS trouble reports for the New Hampshire Quality 
of Service repair measurements is inconsistent and inaccurate.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint should resolve the current inconsistencies in calculating the New Hampshire 
Service Quality repair measurements. FairPoint has not offered a compelling reason to 
use different reporting dates for the repair measurements, why different processes are 
used to identify the product associated with a trouble report, or why the “Percent Out of 
Service Cleared within 24 Hours” measurement is calculated using FireStage rather than 
CAMP. 

FairPoint should eliminate the use of FireStage for calculating the “Percent Out of 
Service Cleared within 24 Hours” measurement and begin to calculate and report this 
measurement entirely using CAMP. This will eliminate the differences in the data used 
for the reporting month as well as the other differences described above. However, in 
order for CAMP to provide accurate repair measurement calculations, FairPoint must 
improve its data extraction process to ensure that all source data needed for calculating 
and reporting service quality results is loaded into CAMP each month.1 In addition to the 
code change FairPoint indicated it will make in the CAMP logic to extract this data from 
Remedy beginning in the March 2011 data month, the company needs to review prior 
months to determine the impact of the missing trouble reports on its reported results. 
FairPoint should also implement data quality validation checks recommended in 
Liberty’s Preliminary Finding #1. 

  
1 Liberty’s Preliminary Finding #1 discusses the insufficient quality checks to ensure that all of the necessary source 
system data is loaded into the CAMP system.
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Liberty also recommends that FairPoint take the simplest approach to identifying retail 
POTS trouble reports. FairPoint acknowledges that there is a single field in the CAMP
Remedy source data that can be used to reliably identify retail POTS trouble reports. 
Although FairPoint may need a complex joining-and-matching process to identify 
products other than POTS for other regulatory reporting requirements, it should be 
unnecessary to do so to identify POTS, which is already identified in the CAMP source 
data. Assuming the CAMP “fld_requesttype” field can be used to make a reliable 
identification of POTS trouble reports, Liberty recommends that FairPoint calculate the 
New Hampshire Service Quality measurements using this field rather than the joining-
and-matching process currently used.2

Finally, Liberty recommends that FairPoint restate all New Hampshire Service Quality 
repair measurements (“Percent Out of Service Cleared within 24 Hours,”“Customer 
Trouble Reports,”“Repeat Trouble Reports,”“Mean Time to Repair,” and “Percent Repair 
Commitments Met”), as necessary, once these changes have been made.  

  
2 However, if FairPoint believes there is some flaw involved in using the data found in the CAMP “fld_requesttype” 
field to identify POTS trouble reports, the company should use the joining process for all performance 
measurements and determine the impact of  this flaw on past results reported for the “Percent Out of Service Cleared 
within 24 Hours” measurement.
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REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint currently utilizes multiple sources to monitor and report POTS trouble report 
metrics.  The use of multiple sources for reporting metrics does not establish that all 
Repair metric measurements are inconsistent and inaccurate and Liberty’s conclusion is 
not supported.  The Percent Out of Service (OOS) Cleared within 24 Hours metric is 
sourced from FireStg while other Repair metrics are sourced from CAMP (however, both 
systems are originated from Remedy). The FireStg application allows the Operations’ 
organizations to monitor the status of the OOS performance measure throughout the 
month in an effort to respond as promptly as possible to customers with the most severe 
service issues.  

FairPoint offers the following bullet points to address Liberty’s recommendations in 
Preliminary Finding #3, each followed with a more detailed response:

• FairPoint has implemented the enhancement to CAMP to include the repair 
tickets with no associated work orders, with an IT deployment on April 4, 2011.

Liberty identified in the data extracts from the two source systems that there were more 
repair tickets included in the FireStg system than were in CAMP.  FairPoint has 
investigated this issue and identified that the CAMP system was excluding the repair 
tickets that had no associated work order.  As stated in FairPoint’s response to DR 
#150A, the tickets being excluded by this logic are customer trouble reports sent to “fixer 
groups” within the RCMAC and NOC-NTC organizations to resolve.  Typically these 
groups resolve the issue and close the Remedy ticket without establishing a work order.  
FairPoint scheduled a system change to implement an enhancement to include these 
tickets.  This change was deployed on April 4, 2011.  
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• FairPoint will discuss with the Commission Staff (based on the data illustrated in 
Exhibit A) the impact to the Customer Trouble Report Rate, Percent Repair 
Commitments Met, and Mean Time to Repair metrics for the year 2010, with the 
inclusion of the repair tickets with no associated work orders.  

FairPoint examined each data month for 2010 to evaluate the impact of this difference of 
the repair tickets in FireStg and CAMP to determine the impact on repair metric results.  
FairPoint determined which repair tickets in FireStg did not have an associated work 
order and were subsequently excluded from CAMP.  These tickets excluded from CAMP 
would have impacted the calculation of three metrics: Customer Trouble Reports per 100 
lines-Network, %Repair Commitments Met and Mean Time to Repair (Hours) All 
Service Problems. The results are provided in Exhibit A.  The other metrics 
recommended by Liberty for restatement, Percent out of Service Cleared within 24 Hours 
and Repeat Trouble Reports were not impacted at all. 

As illustrated in Exhibit A, the repair tickets (without an associated work order, which 
were excluded from the CAMP calculations as originally reported) did not result in a 
material difference to the % Repair Commitments Met metric or the Mean Time to 
Repair metric. However, the inclusion of these tickets in the Customer Trouble Report 
Rate metric did result in a material change.  FairPoint will discuss these results with the 
Commission Staff.  

• Liberty’s recommendation regarding the Percent Out of Service Cleared in 24 
Hours metric would not affect the accuracy of the metric reporting and, therefore, 
no change is required.
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Liberty highlighted that with the Percent Out of Service Cleared within 24 Hours metric, 
FairPoint accesses the date the trouble is “cleared” to identify the report month of the 
ticket as compared to all other repair service quality metrics that use the “closed” date to 
classify the month; i.e. Percent Repair Commitments Met and Mean Time to Repair.  
However, this change would only impact the month a repair ticket is reported in the 
service quality measurements; it would not affect the accuracy of the performance metric 
measured for that ticket.  Therefore, there is no reason to make any change. 

• FairPoint reviewed the impact of excluding the tickets with the null “customer 
state” field and concludes that the number of Retail POTS tickets that are 
excluded are not significant.

Liberty also expressed a concern about the state classification for repair tickets.  FairPoint 
applies a logical process in CAMP to determine the state value for the reporting of 
metrics from this system.  For the Percent Out of Service Cleared in 24 Hours metric, the 
CAMP logic cannot be used because not all of the required data fields are available in 
FireStg.  

FairPoint completed an analysis for the months of 2010 with the data in FireStg in which 
FairPoint can identify the tickets with null values in the “CustomerState” field.  The 
impact of including null “state” tickets was determined to be insignificant as illustrated in 
the table below and, consequently, FairPoint does not agree with Liberty’s assessment of 
inconsistent and inaccurate measurements in this finding.
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Month
Total tickets 
with no state

Tickets 
for 
POTS

Tickets that 
qualify for 
OOS metric

Jan-10 2358 54 13

Feb-10 2928 36 9

Mar-10 2819 35 10

Apr-10 2500 23 7

May-10 2434 12 3

Jun-10 2523 14 1

Jul-10 2416 7 0

Aug-10 2438 3 1

Sep-10 2477 3 0

Oct-10 2401 4 1

Nov-10 2164 7 1

Dec-10 2213 0 0

• FairPoint cannot consider changing the methodology for identifying product 
classifications in the CAMP system on the premise that the CAMP system is used 
for multiple purposes in addition to the preparation of the Service Quality Metric 
reporting, and therefore it is not an option at this time to consider this 
recommendation.
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Liberty’s recommendation within this preliminary finding also suggests that FairPoint 
change the methodology in CAMP that is used to identify product classifications. 
FairPoint disagrees with this assessment.  The product identification methodology used in 
CAMP for the SQI metrics is accurate. The CAMP system is used for multiple purposes 
in addition to the preparation of the Service Quality Metric reporting.  The logic used by 
CAMP for product classification is critical to the overall objective and deliverables of 
this reporting system. FairPoint would be unable to change the methodology without 
restructuring other critical results reported from CAMP.   
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Exhibit 5

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #4

DATED: 3/31/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint’s method for defining provisioning completion when calculating the 
New Hampshire Service Quality “Percent Installation Service Orders Met 
Commitment” and “Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 Days” 
measurements uses a provisioning completion date different from, and often 
prior to, that at which all steps for provisioning a service order have finished.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint should change its process to use the actual order completion date for 
determining whether it met its service commitment rather than a derived date 
that does not represent full service to the customer.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s Preliminary Finding #4 and this “finding” is 
neither warranted nor justified.  Under no circumstances should FairPoint be 
compelled to revise the processes for measuring the Percent Installation Service 
Orders Met Commitment and Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 
Days metrics.  FairPoint is measuring the interval for these metrics from the 
point of the order receipt to the installation completion (i.e. when the service is 
installed and the customer can use the ordered service).  Liberty acknowledges 
in their preliminary finding documentation that it concurs that the date that is 
being used by FairPoint to measure “installation completion” is the “physical 
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completion date”.  This is the date that the customer has service and is able to 
complete (initiate and receive) telephone calls. 

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty that the New Hampshire Service Quality 
installation metrics are meant to measure the interval between the ordering of 
the service and the point at which all system updates related to that order are 
completed. Liberty’s conclusion in this regard is unsupported. Although it is true 
that FairPoint completes a number of administrative tasks after delivering the 
customer’s requested access to the network, the significant point in time is when 
the customer does have access to the network.  In establishing the points in the 
installation process at which data is gathered to calculate metric measurements, 
FairPoint, to the best of its understanding, mirrors the measurements Verizon 
had in place for the metrics. In addition, many of the administrative functions 
FairPoint performs related to installation orders after service is established are 
handled via batch processing in order to be efficient and optimize system 
resources. These batch processes do not affect the customer’s access to the 
network, and the time to perform these functions is not incorporated in the 
service delivery commitment time offered to the customer. FairPoint 
understands this to be an industry wide accepted practice to consolidate and 
batch updates to E911, LIDB, and CNAM records for batch processing and not 
to provide updates one order at a time to these databases.  

Given that FairPoint does not agree with Liberty’s assessment in this 
preliminary finding, FairPoint has no plans to complete any additional analysis 
or validation of the metrics Liberty stated in the preliminary finding related to 
changing the interval definition for these Installation metrics.  Nor is such work 
warranted.  
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Exhibit 6

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #5

DATED: 4/1/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint’s New Hampshire Service Quality Measurement documentation is 
incomplete, inconsistent, and sometimes inaccurate.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint needs to review its current documentation to correct all errors and 
make the documentation complete and consistent with its calculation processes.  
This documentation should be created with the notion that anyone who is 
unfamiliar with the performance measurements can pick it up and understand 
the process used to arrive at the measurements’ result each month.

ITEM: Impact

A primary component of any service quality measurement plan is documentation 
that is complete, accurate, and easy to use. Without such documentation, internal 
results calculations are subject to error. The lack of clear and complete 
documentation also makes the task of performing audits, both internal quality 
audits and external audits, more difficult and time consuming.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s broad conclusion as referenced in Preliminary 
Finding #5 as well as the recommendation.  As a first matter, FairPoint 
developed its service quality measurement plan documentation through a review 
of the requirements in Exhibit 3 to the Settlement Agreement incorporated into 
Order No. 24823 in New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission Docket DT 
07-11 (the “SQI Metrics”) in comparison to Verizon New England Inc.’s criteria 
and practices for reporting metrics, and evaluating FairPoint’s new operating 
support systems to determine the source of transaction data to be extracted for 
reporting.  Thereafter, FairPoint endeavored to improve the reporting system as 
issues were identified.  In fact, as clearly stated in response to Liberty’s 
Preliminary Finding #1:
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With the ongoing efforts to optimize and improve processes, 
FairPoint has focused on enhancing operational improvement 
and monitoring tools.  As indicated to Liberty in FairPoint’s 
response to DR #4-63 (1/24/11), activity was under way with 
expected delivery during first quarter of 2011 to complete the 
implementation of additional processes/procedures designed to 
enhance data validation.  

Certainly, to the extent FairPoint upgrades it systems over time, further 
enhancements may be made to the service quality reporting plan and the related 
documentation.

FairPoint’s service quality commitments are governed by the Service Quality 
Metrics.  In addition, FairPoint hereby attaches as Exhibit A the FairPoint 
documentation titled FairPoint Communications New Hampshire SQI Metric 
Specifications for Regulatory Reporting, and as Exhibit B, the FairPoint 
documentation titled FRP_NH_ SQI_Regulatory Reporting Data Element 
Definitions.  Together these documents provide the New Hampshire Service 
Quality Measurements, Exclusion Rules, Numerator/Denominator definitions, 
Dimensions (Filters), and Performance Standards used by FairPoint to 
implement the Commission’s requirements as interpreted by FairPoint.  In the 
context of Liberty’s findings to date, and taking into consideration that 
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Preliminary Finding #2 and # 4 simply are incorrect; FairPoint would 
characterize Liberty’s findings as relatively minor when taken in the context of 
the effort undertaken to develop them.

Nonetheless, FairPoint has addressed each of the recommendations in Liberty’s 
preliminary finding # 5 for updates to the FairPoint Communications New 
Hampshire SQI Metric Specifications for Regulatory Reporting (Exhibit A) and 
FRP_NH_SQI_Regulatory Reporting Data Element Definitions (Exhibit B) in 
the attached documents.   In response to Liberty’s identification of the need for 
an updated activity table, FairPoint has attached Exhibit C.  It should be noted 
that these tables are dynamic and are the product of the source systems.

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s recommendation that “This [service quality 
measurement plan] documentation should be created with the notion that anyone 
who is unfamiliar with the performance measurements can pick it up and 
understand the process used to arrive at the measurements’ results each month”.  
The reporting of FairPoint’s service performance is complex and involves 
thousands of transactions from multiple source systems. The plan and 
documentation detail multiple tasks with various time stamps capturing task 
completion data for each transaction.  In addition, applicable filters must be 
utilized (e.g. product, geographical, order statuses, jeopardy codes) to insure the 
correct data is captured for each metric.  The reporting of these performance 
measurements requires an understanding of the metrics, the processes being 
measured, and the underlying operational systems.   
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Exhibit 7

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #6

DATED: 4/12/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint incorrectly excludes some trouble reports on lines that have both 
POTS and DSL service when calculating the New Hampshire Service Quality 
repair measurement.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint should change the logic used by CAMP to include all troubles on lines 
associated with a POTS service in the calculation of the New Hampshire Service 
Quality results.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint’s CAMP reporting system filters telephone numbers (Line_IDs) that 
are classified as POTS to identify which access lines are included in the New 
Hampshire Service Quality repair measurements. The products associated with 
access lines are identified via Universal Service Order Codes (USOCs).  
Remedy, the source system for trouble tickets, does not have USOC information 
identified with the repair ticket. Therefore the product classification for the 
trouble ticket must be established separately outside of Remedy by determining 
the USOC associated with the access line. Once the access line specific USOC 
has been identified, FairPoint then determines if the access line is classified as a 
POTS line and if so, includes the associated repair ticket in the Service Quality 
repair measurements. 
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FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s assertion that “FairPoint uses a random 
process” to identify the product associated with the trouble report.  To the 
contrary, FairPoint utilizes a defined and consistent process as described above.  
To determine the product classification for an access line providing both POTS 
and DSL, FairPoint’s CAMP logic utilizes the USOC of the latest completed 
change made to the access line to establish whether to classify the line as POTS 
or DSL.  If there are multiple USOCs with the same latest completed change 
date for an access line, the USOC from the first record is the USOC used for 
classification of the access line and repair ticket as POTS or DSL.  Consistent 
with the definition of the Service Quality metrics, only trouble tickets associated 
with POTS are included.

Liberty documented in Preliminary Finding #6 that “FairPoint is erroneously 
excluding between 10 to 20 percent of the trouble reports from the new 
Hampshire Service Quality results.”  Yet Liberty has not provided any evidence 
to support these conclusions.  Therefore, FairPoint cannot respond to the 
conclusions.
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Exhibit 8

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #7

DATED: 4/12/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint’s definition of “installation” in the “Percent Installation Service 
Orders Met Commitment” and “Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 
30 Days” measurement includes mechanized orders in the results calculation.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint should redefine these two measures to report its performance for 
mechanized service orders (e.g. PIC changes, feature changes) separately from 
orders that require a dispatch.  Additionally, mechanized orders should have 
more stringent standards than the standards currently in place for these two 
measurements.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s recommendation that it should redefine the 
measurements for Percent Installation Service Orders Met Commitment and 
Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 Days metrics.  FairPoint 
measures the Percent Installation Service Orders Met Commitment consistent 
with the measurement criteria utilized by Verizon New England Inc. 
(“Verizon”). Results for this metric have been on file with the New Hampshire 
Public Utilities Commission (the “Commission”) since 2003 without issue.  The 
Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 Days metric first appeared as 
a requirement of Exhibit 3 to the Settlement Agreement incorporated into Order 
24823 in Commission Docket DT 07-11. FairPoint believes it to be most logical 
to apply the same base definition to this metric as to the Percent Installation 
Service Orders Met Commitment metric. 
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Liberty has recommended these installation metrics be redefined to report their 
performance for mechanized service orders (e.g. PIC changes, feature changes) 
separately from orders that require a dispatch. FairPoint believes that distinction 
is adequately provided for with the creation of metrics 7.2.1.a (POTS Premise 
Installation Average Days to Install) and 7.2.1.b (POTS Mechanized Installation 
Average Days to Install) as required in Section 3.2a of Exhibit 3 (in the above 
referenced Settlement Agreement). 

Furthermore, the relevant provision (Section 3.2.e of Exhibit 3) states clearly 
that (with emphasis added): “FairPoint shall make commitments to customers as 
to the date of installation of all service orders and ninety percent (90%) of such 
commitments shall be met.” The word “all” must be given its plain and ordinary 
meaning, and the metric must include both mechanized and premise installations 
as well as the performance benchmark of 90%. Additionally, Section 3.2.f of 
Exhibit 3 to the Settlement Agreement established a benchmark of 95%, and the 
same base definition of all service orders would apply to this metric. 

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s Preliminary Finding #7 and believes this
“finding” is neither warranted nor justified. Therefore, FairPoint hereby requests 
Liberty to withdraw this preliminary finding.  
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Exhibit 9

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #8

DATED: 4/12/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

The look-up tables used by FairPoint to identify the products associated with 
service orders, trouble tickets, and access lines for the New Hampshire Quality 
of Service measures were unreliable during 2010.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

The “Product_USOC” table should be relatively static table that only requires 
updating when FairPoint introduces a new product or retires a product.  The 
changes made to the table during the course of 2010 appear to have been made 
for the most part to correct errors in the table.  FairPoint should review each 
USOC currently in use to ensure that it is in the table and mapped to the 
appropriate product and product hierarchy.  FairPoint also should determine the 
impact of errors in the USOC tables on its 2010 reported results and restate the 
results if necessary.  

REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s analysis in Preliminary Finding #8 that 
indicates Centrex USOCs were incorrectly identified as POTS and included in 
the service provisioning metrics. In January 2010, the USOC table showed 
Business POTS USOCs in product code 18 and in product code 180. Product 
code 18 also included CENTREX USOCs. Product code 18 was used in CAMP 
for metrics that used both Business POTS and CENTREX as a reporting 
requirement. Product code 180 was used for metrics that required only Business 
POTS reporting. The NH SQI metrics used product code 180, so there was no 
incorrect identification of CENTREX in the NH SQI reporting.  In May 2010, 
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the product groups were changed to remove the POTS USOCs from product 
code 18 and make that product group a CENTREX only product group. Product 
group 180 has continued to be used for NH SQI reporting, so again no change 
was made to NH SQI reporting as a result of the change for product code 18.

Furthermore, Liberty has incorrectly assumed a standard one-to-one relationship 
between USOCs and products.  For example, the USOC“LW3”is a Lifeline 
product for residential POTS.  FairPoint must identify, for reporting purposes 
outside the New Hampshire Service Quality Plan, both Lifeline products as well 
as residence POTS products.  Therefore, this USOC “LW3”is mapped to both 
product groups.  Through CAMP hierarchy logic rather than the “Product 
USOC” table, this USOC is included in New Hampshire Service Quality metric 
reporting.  

Although FairPoint has introduced refinements into the “Product_USOC” table 
during 2010, Liberty has not substantiated that any of the “Product_USOC” 
changes it observed in Preliminary Finding #8 have materially impacted the 
New Hampshire Service Quality Plan metric results.  In fact, FairPoint’s 
analysis of the Percent Installation Appointments Met within 30 days metric, 
and the Percent Installation Service Orders Met Commitments metric for 2010, 
after the inclusion of the 23 Business POTS and 8 Resident POTS USOCs that 
Liberty identified as originally not included in the table at the beginning of 2010 
demonstrated no material change to the year-to-date results for these metrics.  In 
addition, FairPoint currently has in place ongoing monitoring processes which 
include USOC table reviews which insure table updates are completed as 
required. In the first quarter 2011, change management processes were 
implemented improving the documentation for these requested changes and their 
deployments.  
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Given that Liberty has not substantiated any material impact on the New 
Hampshire SQI results due to the changes FairPoint has made over time to 
refine the “Product_USOC” table, no restatement of 2010 reported results is 
warranted.  FairPoint’s refinements to the “Product_USOC” table have been 
made to ensure that the correct USOCs are in the table and mapped to the 
appropriate product and product hierarchy.
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Exhibit 10

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #9

DATED: 5/19/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint’s data retention practices prevent the ability to trace the details of the 
calculations supporting reported results for most of the quality of service 
measurements1 and thereby exclude the possibility of a reliable and 
comprehensive audit of the New Hampshire Service Quality Reports.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

Exhibit 3 of the 2008 Settlement Agreement to which FairPoint was a party and 
which was adopted by the Commission in approving transfer of the New 
Hampshire local service franchise to FairPoint, requires that records of the retail 
service quality measurements “will be retained by the utility for a period of at 
least five years for audit purposes”. Accordingly, FairPoint should make the 
following changes to its data management processes:  1. The original, detailed 
CAMP Data Warehouse files used in the calculation of the performance results 
each month must be frozen and archived for audit access for at least five years.  
2.  All CAMP Staging database records and ODS database records for each data 
month must be frozen and archived for audit access for at least five years.  3.  
All original source data, without exclusions or derived data fields, used as the 
basis for each month’s measurement calculations must be: (a) preserved in a file 
(within the CAMP Staging database, for example), (b) readily available for 
auditing and report verification purposes, and  (c) retained for at least five years.

  
1 This specifically applies to all 17 of the measurements calculated in the CAMP system.
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REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s preliminary finding #9 that FairPoint’s data 
retention practices prevent the ability to trace the details of the calculations 
supporting reported results and thereby exclude the possibility of a reliable and 
comprehensive audit of the New Hampshire Service Quality Reports.  FairPoint 
also disagrees that the inability to provide Liberty the actual intermediate files 
processed as part of the FairPoint reporting methodology made it impossible for 
Liberty to “reliably validate the data used in the calculations and replicate the 
reported results.” FairPoint further disagrees with the data retention 
requirements that Liberty seeks to impose.  

Liberty’s response to the New Hampshire Service Quality Audit Request For 
Proposal contained the following affirmative objective described as QoS Metrics 
Replication (with emphasis added):

“to recalculate past QoS metrics results to verify that they have been accurately 
reported.  Liberty will develop its own algorithms for calculating the QoS 
metrics in order to independently verify the reported results.  Liberty will:

• Calculate, using data drawn from FairPoint’s systems and applying the 
appropriate business rules and Liberty’s own algorithms, the results for the 
Five Critical Metrics for each month in 2010 ……..

• Determine whether FairPoint’s reported results are the same as Liberty’s 
independently calculated results and identify any discrepancies……..”

The data sources for transactions underlying the service quality metrics are 
FairPoint’s Operation Support Systems. Therefore, in light of Liberty’s access to 
extracts from the Operations Support Systems, i.e. Seibel (Ordering), 
MetaSolv/M6 (Provisioning) and Remedy (Trouble Tickets), in conjunction
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with the application of the “appropriate business rules and (their) own 
algorithms”, Liberty should have had the ability to audit the accuracy of the 
reported metrics.  Per their own proposed methodology, Liberty should have had 
no need to rely on FairPoint’s CAMP structure or process methodology.  Thus, 
Liberty’s inability to provide the services promised in its response to the 
Commission’s request for proposal is Liberty’s responsibility, not FairPoint’s 
responsibility.

FairPoint has provided information via Data Requests, the response to 
Preliminary Finding #1 and in various interviews that states that the 
transactional order data that is the source of all service quality metrics is 
available from the company’s Operation Support Systems historically from the 
February 2009 “cutover” and are subject to the retention policy that extends 
seven years.

Liberty in their multiple data requests have had access to extracts from the 
Operational Support Systems as well as the multiple staging files of CAMP, the 
reporting warehouse by which regulatory reporting is an output.  The reporting 
warehouse does not currently store all stages of the data consolidation and 
metric calculation processes.  FairPoint did regenerate the CAMP data details 
for Liberty with approximately 50 data files for various metrics and reporting 
months of 2010.  FairPoint is aware of only one data month, August 2010, that 
the prior reported results were replicated, but with minor issues to penalty 
bearing metrics. In the documentation of Preliminary Finding #9, Liberty 
incorrectly referenced “FairPoint’s inability to accurately and completely 
recreate these source files…..”  FairPoint only recreated intermediate data files 
from the CAMP monthly reporting processes. To be clear, there were no 
recreated files from the Operational Support System’s data which represents the 
actual source files for the service quality metrics.  In the event Liberty’s audit 
process truly could have calculated the results of Five Critical Measures “using 
data drawn from FairPoint’s systems”, then there would have been (or should 
have been) no need to recreate intermediate data files from CAMP.
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With regard to Liberty’s recommendation and reference to Exhibit 3 of the 2008 
Settlement Agreement, FairPoint notes that it is in compliance. FairPoint has a 
seven year retention policy on the Operation Support System data that contains 
the underlying detailed source data for the retail service quality measurements.
This policy exceeds the required five year retention period. Liberty’s inability 
to execute the audit using its proposed methodology does not mean that 
FairPoint’s data retention policies are flawed.  
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Exhibit 11

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #10

DATED: 5/25/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

For some of the measurements calculated outside of the CAMP system, 
FairPoint’s data retention practices appear to prevent the ability to trace the 
details of the calculations supporting reported results and thereby exclude the 
possibility of a reliable and comprehensive audit of the New Hampshire Service 
Quality Reports.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

Exhibit 3 of the 2008 Settlement Agreement to which FairPoint was a party and 
which was adopted by the Commission in approving transfer of the New 
Hampshire local service franchise to FairPoint, requires that records of the retail 
service quality measurements “will be retained by the utility for a period of at 
least five years for audit purposes”.  Accordingly, FairPoint should copy and 
archive for audit access for at least five years the original source data used by 
New Metrics and Previsor for the calculation of the New Hampshire Service 
Quality Measurements.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s preliminary finding #10 that FairPoint’s data 
retention practices prevent the ability to trace the details of the calculations 
supporting reported results and thereby exclude the possibility of a reliable and 
comprehensive audit of the New Hampshire Service Quality Reports.  The 
systems that Liberty refers to in this preliminary finding are New Metrics and 
Previsor.  As noted in its preliminary finding, “Liberty did not request data from 
either of these systems because a data integrity examination and replication of 
the measurement calculations of these systems was outside the scope of this 
audit”.    
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However, in response to Liberty’s observation FairPoint wants to clarify that the 
Service Quality Metrics that are related to data from the New Metrics and 
Previsor systems are calculated based on reports generated from these two 
systems, which are standard, vendor-provided reports.  The data that has been 
used to calculate the measurements is accessible from FairPoint’s inception of 
reporting the metrics in 2009 to the current reporting date.  

The New Metrics system data that sources the Service Quality Metrics is 
available from cutover, February 2009 to current.  As Liberty noted, these 
metrics were out of scope of their review. Had these metrics been subject to 
review, Liberty should not have experienced any restrictions in completing an 
audit of the related SQI metrics.

The Previsor reports became available in April 2009 at which time FairPoint 
was able to begin reporting Percent Dial Tone Speed within 3 Seconds and the 
Percent Call Completion measures.  Current month and previous month detail 
data is stored within the element management system (EMS) as is the 
summarized data. Given the nature and volume of the data and consistent with 
industry practice, FairPoint’s retention practice is to back-up the system to tape 
monthly and to retain 13 months of detail and one annual tape for seven years.

With regard to Liberty’s recommendation and reference to Exhibit 3 of the 2008 
Settlement Agreement, FairPoint believes that its retention practices are 
compliant with Exhibit 3, Section 3.1 which states “records of these 
measurements and summaries shall be retained by the utility for a period of at 
least five years for audit purposes.”
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Exhibit 12

REQUEST: Preliminary Finding #11

DATED: 6/1/2011

ITEM: Preliminary Finding

FairPoint’s processes and practices incorrectly selected or have the potential to 
incorrectly select records for the calculation of the New Hampshire Quality of 
Service measurements.

ITEM: Liberty Recommendation

FairPoint should review its code and processes to ensure it selects all appropriate 
and valid records in calculating the New Hampshire Service Quality 
measurements.  FairPoint should also review its interpretation of the reporting 
requirements for each measurement with the Commission staff to verify there is 
agreement with FairPoint’s implementation practices.  Once agreement is 
reached, FairPoint should modify its calculation code and processes and update 
or clarify its business rule documentation to account for any changes.

REPLY: FairPoint Response

FairPoint agrees with Liberty’s assessment that most of the issues documented 
in preliminary finding #11 are not likely to involve a significant volume of 
records that would affect the reported results.  
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Liberty provided their observations concerning various FairPoint processes that 
may affect the New Hampshire Service Quality reporting.  FairPoint’s responses 
to these observations are shown below.

• Liberty: [FairPoint] incorrectly included number port-out orders to 
other carriers in calculating the Percent Installation Service Orders Met 
Commitment and Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 
Days measurements.1

FairPoint: The port-out orders Liberty identified are Hot Cuts, and 
FairPoint provided analysis in its response to Data Request 166A that 
illustrated the impact in 2010 of removing these orders. FairPoint’s 
analysis demonstrated that removing Hot Cut orders from the metrics 
for each month of 2010 resulted in no change to the reported New 
Hampshire Service Quality metrics. FairPoint agrees that number port-
out orders can be excluded from the Percent Installation Service Orders 
Met Commitment and Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 
30 Days measurements and it deployed logic in the CAMP system in 
June 2011 to reflect this exclusion.  Thus, FairPoint has addressed 
Liberty’s concern.

• Liberty: [FairPoint] double counted access lines for records that 
contained multiple Universal Service Order Codes (USOCs) for the 
POTS product (e.g., 1FR and 1MR) when calculating Access Lines in 
Service.2

FairPoint: Based on Liberty’s observation, FairPoint completed a 
review of the data for each month in 2010 and concluded that 

  
1 Responses to Data Requests #166 and to Data Request #166 first clarification (166A).
2 Response to Data Request #195. Such records with multiple POTS USOCs appear to be data quality errors in 
FairPoint source systems. For example, USOCs of 1FR and 1MR are flat rate and measured rate service which 
cannot exist on the same line. 
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there were an insignificant number of lines counted more than once.  
The review results were provided to Liberty in FairPoint’s response to 
Data Request 195. Nine of the twelve months demonstrated a replicated 
count of 5 or fewer access lines.  December 2010 had the highest 
impact with only 23 replicated orders resulting in only a .0093% 
change to the Total Access Line metric.  Thus, FairPoint believes that 
Liberty’s concern requires no action or response.

• Liberty: [FairPoint] incorrectly excluded records with “FNY” and 
“FNX” USOCs from the calculation of all New Hampshire Quality of 
Service measurements.3 These USOCs represent foreign exchange 
lines, which are POTS services and therefore should be included in the 
service quality measurements.

FairPoint:  FairPoint disagrees with Liberty’s assessment that foreign 
exchange lines are POTS.  Foreign exchange lines have historically 
been considered non-POTS because they have a design element and are 
interoffice. 

• Liberty: [FairPoint] did not include retail move orders with an 
“activity_cd” equal to ‘M’ (i.e., inside move of the physical termination 
within a building) or ‘T’ (i.e., outside move of an end-user location) in 
the calculation of the three Average Days to Install measurement 
calculations.4

FairPoint:  To clarify Liberty’s understanding of the CAMP reporting 
processes, the value in the “activity_cd” data field is not a qualifier for 
determining whether an order is included in 

  
3 Responses to Data Requests #159 and #160.
4 Responses to Data Requests #139 and #208, and Interview #10, May 16, 2011.
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the calculation for the three Average Days to Install measurements.  
The value in the “activity” data field define the inclusion of the orders 
in the calculation of these install measurements.  However, in response 
to Data Request 208, FairPoint performed a review of the 2010 New 
Hampshire orders with an “activity_cd” data field equal to “M” or “T” 
and found that none of the orders would qualify for the Average Days 
to Install metrics. The orders that were retail did not qualify because 
they were record updates and did not involve an installation of any 
service or lines. The remaining orders were not retail at all and 
therefore did not qualify for inclusion in the metrics. Thus, FairPoint 
believes that Liberty’s concern requires no action or response.

• Liberty:  [FairPoint] did not follow its stated product hierarchy rules. 
In particular, FairPoint included High Speed Internet service orders but 
excluded dial-up internet service orders in the calculation of the Percent 
Installation Service Commitment Met and the Percent Installation 
Service Orders Met within 30 Days measurements.5

FairPoint: FairPoint does follow its product hierarchy rules for 
calculation of the Percent Installation Service Commitment Met and the 
Percent Installation Service Orders Met within 30 Days measurements.  
Neither High Speed Internet nor Dial-up Internet is included in the 
product hierarchy.  When an order is requesting both POTS and High 
Speed Internet services, the order is included in the Service Quality 
metrics because POTS is a subset of the single order.  Similarly, if the 
order includes both POTS and Dial-up internet, the order would be 
included because of the POTS on the order.

  
5 Responses to Data Request #167, Data Request #167 clarification (167A), and Data Request #200. 
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Liberty inquired regarding the reporting processes related to “dial-up”
service in Data Request 200.  FairPoint responded that order activity 
related to internet product offerings should be excluded from the New 
Hampshire Service Quality reporting.  However, it should be noted that 
this exclusion is applicable when the order is only requesting internet 
services, without additional products that are eligible for the Service 
Quality reporting. Thus, FairPoint believes that Liberty’s concern 
requires no action or response.

• Liberty: [FairPoint] included official company lines in all of 
measurement calculations except Access Lines In Service.6 Lines for 
official company services should not be counted toward performance 
results, because these lines do not involve FairPoint’s retail or 
wholesale customers and thus do not affect customer service.

FairPoint: Based on prior practices in New Hampshire, official 
company lines are properly included in the NH SQI measurement 
calculations.  FairPoint understands that this treatment of the official 
lines is consistent with prior Verizon reporting requirement practices 
and therefore was included in the data used to establish metric 
benchmarks underlying the NH SQI.  Therefore, any change to the 
treatment of official company lines would also need to address changes 
to the metric benchmarks. Thus, FairPoint believes that Liberty’s 
concern requires no action or response.

  
6 Responses to Data Requests #169 and #177.
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• Liberty: [FairPoint] included wholesale resold service in calculating 
the Customer Trouble Report Rate per 100 Lines measurement.7

Wholesale services are not included in any of the other New Hampshire 
Service Quality repair or provisioning measures.8

FairPoint:  Based on prior practices in New Hampshire, resold lines 
are properly included in the calculation of the Customer Trouble Report 
Rate per 100 Lines measurement. FairPoint understands that this 
treatment of wholesale resold services in calculating the Customer 
Trouble Report Rate per 100 Lines measurement is consistent with 
prior Verizon reporting requirement practices and therefore were 
included in the data used to establish metric benchmarks underlying the 
NH SQI.  Therefore, any change to the treatment of wholesale resold 
services would also need to address changes to the metric benchmarks. 
Thus, FairPoint believes that Liberty’s concern requires no action or 
response.

• Liberty: [FairPoint] exclude[s] trouble reports from the calculation of 
the Repeat Trouble Reports measure when the previous trouble was 
closed with a fault code of No Trouble Found (NTF) or Found OK 
(FOK).9 These are not excludable codes from any of the other repair 
measures and a repeat trouble report received after the original report 
was closed with a NTF or a FOK code may indicate that the original 
trouble report was closed out incorrectly and the problem was never 
identified and repaired. Based on FairPoint’s repair data, Liberty found 
that between 13 and 17 percent of all New Hampshire POTS trouble 
reports for the August, November, and December 2010 data months 
were closed with a NTF or FOK code. Liberty found that 20 percent of 
the lines with trouble reports originally closed with a NTF or FOK code 
during November 2010 experienced a repeat trouble within 30 days.

  
7 Responses to Data Requests #184 and #185.
8 Response to Data Request #211. Note, resold lines are also included in the monthly Access Lines In Service count 
which is consistent with how access line counts are reported on the FCC’s ARMIS reports.
9 Response to Data Request #35.
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FairPoint: FairPoint does not exclude trouble reports from the 
calculation of the Repeat Trouble Reports measure when the previous 
trouble was closed with a fault code of “No Trouble Found” (NTF) or 
“Found OK” (FOK). If the initial trouble is closed to NTF or FOK 
code, and another trouble is reported on the line within 30 days, that 
second trouble will be counted as a repeat if the trouble is closed to a 
Drop Wire, Central Office, Cable, NTF, FOK or Test OK (03xx, 04ss, 
05xx, 07xx, 08xx, or 09xx) trouble code.  

In Data Request 35 FairPoint provided Liberty information in response 
to its request to explain the trouble report exclusion related to a trouble 
that has been “misdirected” as a result of information provided by the 
customer. A “misdirected” trouble is established when a customer 
insists on a technician dispatch although line testing indicates there is 
not a problem.  Theoretically, in this situation given that no trouble was 
identified on the initial dispatch, the trouble would be closed to NTF 
and a subsequent trouble would not be identified as a repeat.  However, 
in practice, the retail “misdirected” troubles are not distinguishable 
from other retail troubles; therefore the exclusion from “repeat 
characterization” is not occurring for “misdirected” troubles in this 
given situation. Thus, FairPoint believes that Liberty’s concern requires 
no action or response.
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Liberty found that FairPoint’s process and practices may:

• Liberty: [FairPoint] include in the Average Days to Install
measurements, orders for which the customer requested a due date later 
than the date offered by FairPoint.10 These orders could have a negative 
effect on FairPoint’s average interval. FairPoint should not be held 
accountable for meeting the customer’s requirements to install service 
on a date later than the standard interval or the date offered by 
FairPoint.

FairPoint:  FairPoint agrees with Liberty’s assessment and is planning 
to implement new processes that will allow the identification and 
exclusion of situations when the customer requests an install date later 
than the company’s standard interval.  

• Liberty: [FairPoint] misclassify a wholesale service order as a retail 
order in calculating the service provision measurements11. FairPoint 
identifies retail service orders as those records containing a value in the 
“PON” field that begins with either a ‘1-’or with a ‘N5.’12However, 
FairPoint has indicated that there are no edits in its Wisor gateway 
system to prevent a wholesale carrier from using “1-”or “N5” as the 
first two characters of the PON field.13 Should a wholesale carrier 
service representative send FairPoint a service order with a PON that 
begins with these characters, FairPoint would count that order as a 
retail service order in calculating the New Hampshire Service Quality 
measurements.

  
10 Responses to Data Requests #22 and #79.
11 These measures include the three Average Days to Install measurements, Percent Installation Service Orders Met 
Commitment, Percent Service Orders Met within 30 Days, the three Held Order measurements, Average Days to 
Install, and Number of Installation Orders.
12 Response to Data Request #137.
13 Response to Data Request #153 clarification (153A).
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FairPoint:  FairPoint agrees that wholesale orders that begin with  “1-” 
or “N5” as the first two characters of the PON field should not be 
included in the calculation of the service provision measurements.  The 
CAMP reporting processes were updated in the March 2011 code 
deployment to exclude these wholesale orders.

• Liberty:  [FairPoint] exclude orders from the calculation of the Held 
Orders – Average Total Delay Days for Facility Reasons when the 
original due date was missed due to a customer reason and a 
subsequent dispatch to work the order reveals there is a facility issue.14

FairPoint should not exclude orders from measurements that it cannot 
complete due to a FairPoint facility problem. 

FairPoint:  Liberty’s observation is based on FairPoint’s response to 
Data Request 27 which requested FairPoint to provide a hypothetical 
circumstance in which this type of exclusion would occur.  The 
MetaSolv (M6) system captures jeopardy codes to indicate the cause of 
the “miss.”  The jeopardy codes and their hierarchy are: (1) Customer, 
(2) Facility, and (3) Company reasons. Therefore under the 
hypothetical circumstances provided to Liberty, the jeopardy code 
priority hierarchy would indicate “customer” reason for the cause of the 
“miss.” However it should be noted, under FairPoint’s standard 
business practices, even if an order is not completed for “customer” 
reasons, technicians are to complete as much of the order as possible, 
including verification of facilities. Therefore, it is unlikely a subsequent 
dispatch would result in a held order for “facility” reasons. Thus, 
FairPoint believes that Liberty’s concern requires no action or 
response.

  
14 Responses to Data Requests #27 and #89.
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• Liberty: [FairPoint] exclude all abandoned calls in calculating the 
Percent Toll and Local Assistance Operator Calls Answered within 10 
Seconds and the Percent Directory Assistance and Intercept Calls 
Answered within 10 Seconds measures.15 One of the primary reasons a 
customer may abandon a call to one of these operator centers is that the 
center took too long to answer the call. Calls that are abandoned after a 
ten second wait time should not be excluded from these measurement 
calculations.

FairPoint:  After further review, FairPoint has determined that it does 
include abandoned calls in calculating the Percent Toll and Local 
Assistance Operator Calls Answered within 10 Seconds and the Percent 
Directory Assistance and Intercept Calls Answered within 10 Seconds 
measures.  The number of abandoned calls is included in the 
denominator value of the Percent Toll and Local Assistance Operator 
Calls Answered within 10 Seconds and the Percent Directory 
Assistance and Intercept Calls Answered within 10 Seconds for the 
calculation of the measures.   FairPoint has updated its New Hampshire 
Service Quality Technical Requirements to indicate that the 
denominator includes the abandoned calls.

• Liberty: [FairPoint] include calls that are routed to a vacant code 
announcement in calculating the Percent Call Completion 
measurement.16 Calls routed to a vacant code announcement are 
typically caused by customer dialing errors. FairPoint should not be 
held accountable for customer behavior over which it has no control. 

  
15 Responses to Data Requests #38 and #109.
16 Response to Data Request #65.
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FairPoint:  FairPoint agrees with Liberty’s assessment and is   
researching options for excluding calls that are routed to a vacant code 
announcement in the calculation of the Percent Call Completion 
measurement.


